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Executive Summary

Christian schools in Alberta are facing hostility and criticism over their statements of faith, their
codes of conduct, and their moral expectations of staff and students, particularly those pertaining
to sexual behaviour. Some have called for an end to government Mding of Christian schools
unless these schools agree to modify or repudiate their codes of conduct As a solution in search
of a problem, this hostility has been expressed, to varying degrees, by all four parties represented
in the Alberta Legislature.

This hostility towards these Christian schools is not supported in law, and is based on a
misunderstanding of secularism. Correctly understood, secularism provides for diversity in
belief and conduct. Secularism does not require all individuals to adhere to only one belief
system, or to try to void themselves of any and all belief.

In hannony with the C/zar/e/"'s protection of freedom of religion and conscience, section 2 I of
the Alberta Sc/zoo/.4c/ (section 19 of the new .Educaffon ,4c/) provides for altemative programs

emphasize a particular language, culture, religion or subject-matter, or that use a particular
aching philosophy. The Altemative Programs Handbook explains the govemment's objectiveas follows:

Alberta's lemming system respects the right and responsibility of parents to make
decisions that best suit the needs of their children. By supporting programs of choice, the
province strengthens the public school system and promotes the availability of diverse
educational experiences for Alberta students. Over the last 1 5 years, legislation has
encouraged school boards to work with parents, their community, and stakeholders to
provide choices in educational programming that will meet the needs and interests of
students and parents.

In a similar vein, the new .Educaffon .dc/ (which will replace the current Sc/zoo/ .4c/) expressly
adopts the language of Article 26 of the t/n/versa/ Z)ec/ara//on ofHaman Rjgh/s, which states
that 'Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their
children." Section 32 of the new .Educa//o/z .4c/ states that "A parent has the prior right to choose
the kind of education that shallbe provided to the parent's child, and as a partner in education.
has the responsibility to act as the primary guide and decision-maker with respect to the child's
education."

Asserting that religious schools cannot be true to themselves because they receive government
finding is an idea that has no basis in current legislation. Alberta's legislation does not require
any school to alter or repudiate its beliefs, principles or standards of behaviour in order to receive
govemment funding. In fact: legislation provides that /base sc#oo/s are co/npe//ed roJur/;zer /;ze
/eggs/a//ve oZdecrfve, rather than contravene it.

Alberta's current legislation respects the fact that every school in Alberta, whether public,
Catholic, private, or charter, has an underlying belief system. Every school imparts knowledge
from a particular set of assumptions or worldview. Adherence to specific beliefs is not limited to
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Christian schools. Public schools adhere to assumptions and values as much as religious schools
do, and have their own teachings about what they consider to be "sin" ' ' ''''

Those who demand an end to govemment funding for religious schools see their own beliefs as
neutral and objective (and therefore worthy of public funding), and see others' beliefs as
somehow biased or prqudiced (and therefore not worthy of public funding). This intolerance
runs counter to Alberta's legislation, which seeks authentic diversity and maximum choice for
parents

The Supreme Court of Canada in C'a/(fwe// ef a/. v. .Sfuar/ ef a/., [1 984] 2 SCR 603, interpreted
human rights legislation so as to protect Christian schools that require certain qualifications of
their staff. The Court upheld the decision of a Catholic school to dismiss a teacher for not
adhering to certain requirements of the Catholic faith. The Court he]d that schoo]s have a legal
right to demand that teachers comply with the school's standards of behaviour outside of the
classroom.

The C/za/"fer ' characterizes freedom of religion and conscience as a "ftmdamental freedom" that
protects the freedom to declare, teach, disseminate and practice beliefs that are based on one's
religion or conscience. The C/zar/er protects all individuals from govemment coercion.
including atheists, agnostics, and those without any fomial or specific belief system. Likewise,
Article18 of the United Nations ZI/niversa/ Dec/ara//on of]7uman .R/g/zrs protects atheists and
agnostics from govemment coercion as much as it protects theists, by guaranteeing "heedom of
thought, conscience and religion."

Courts have repeatedly and consistently required the government to accommodate religious
belief. for example: where a student requested that he carry a religious item with him to school
on the basis that his faith called for such a practice(-A/u//anf v. Commfss/on sco/alfa .A4arguer/re-
Z?ourgeoyK, 2006 SCC 6); where a RCMP ofHcer requested that he wear a turban as a
requirement of his faith (Gra/z/ v. Canada dH/forney Ge/zero/9(T.D.), [1995] I FC 158); and

re a Seventh-Day Adventist requested from her employer that she not be required to work on
Satui:days as a result of the requirement of her faith(On/. /inman .Rjgh/s Comm. v. S//ipso/zs-

In Chamber/afn v. .Su/"rey .Schoo/ Z)fs/r/cr Aro. 36, 2002 SCC 86, a case conceming same-sex
materials used in school curriculum, the Court unanimously agreed that secularism means
religious inclusion, not exclusion:

.nothing in the Char/er, political or democratic theory, or a proper understanding of
pluralism demands that athejstically based moral positions trump re]igious]y based moral
positions on matters of public policy. I note that the preamble to the Char/er itself

acceptable. The problem with this approach is that everyone has "belief ' or "filth" in
something, be it atheistic, agnostic or religious. To construe the "secular" as the realm of
the ' unbelief ' is therefore erroneous. Given this, why, then, should the religiously
informed conscience be placed at a public disadvantage or disqualification? To do so
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would betion I)fort liberal principles in an i]]ibera] fashion and would provide only a

Recently, the right of Trinity Western University (TWU) to start a law school has been

challenged by those who disagree with TWU's Community Covenant, which defines marriage as
the union of one man and one woman. In Zr/ni Mex/ern Z./nfversiU v. .Brf//sh Co/z/mhfa v u-'

Co//ege ofZeac/lars, 2001 SCC 3 1 , [2001] 1 SCR 772, the Court upheld TWU's C/zar/er right to
maintain its education program for training teachers, without altering or repudiating its own
Community Covenant.

The greatest strength of Alberta's education system is its commitment to authentic diversity and
maximum choice for parents. That strength is now under vociferous attack. '''

Tolerance does not consist of using "diversity" and "respect" as slogans to attack parental choice
in education, or to censor disagreements about sexuality and sexual behaviour. Rather, tolerance
means accepting the authentic diversity expressed by a wide range of different schools. Parents
are not compelled to send their children to a school that has a belief system or code of conduct
with which parents disagree.

Parental choice in education is rendered meaningless if religious schools cannot define and live
out their own mission and purpose. Catholics, Hindus, Jews, Muslims, Sikhs, and Evangelical

ans are subject to the same taxes as those who reject any or all of these religions.
Alberta's legislation empowers all parents with the same right to send their children to a school
that teaches a worldview consistent with that taught at home.

If religious schools in Alberta cannot develop, express, maintain and live out their own beliefs,
without being disqualified 6om government funding, then Alberta's education system will lose
the authentic diversity which is its greatest strength.



Introduction: a solution in search of a problem

Christian schools in Alberta are facing hostility and criticism over their statements of faith, their
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schools unless these schools repudiate their own mission, vision, beliefs and practices.

This hostility towards Christian schools is not based on, or supported, by law. Rather, this
hostility is based on incorrect ideas about secularism. Correctly understood, secularism provides
for diversity in belief and conduct, rather than requiring all individuals to void themselves of any
and all belief. Alberta's legislation does not require religious schools to repudiate their own
religious doctrines because they are publicly funded. Rather, the legislation enables schools to
have a religious purpose in order to maximize choice for parents.

The demand that Christian schools must repudiate their own statements of faith and codes of
conduct in order to receive government finding is based on the erroneous belief that schools me
not entitled to place any moral requirements on students and staff. The demand for an end to
govemment funding of Christian schools is also based on the false belief that the schools' codes
of conduct are contrary to the .4/ber/a .f7uman .Rfg/z/s ,4cr, and contrary to the Canadian Char/er

For reasons explained in this paper, these assumptions and demands have no basis in law.
Alberta s legislation provides for authentic diversity in education, and empowers parents with
the right to choose the school they see as best for their children. Further, the C/zar/er does not
require those with religious faith to contravene their own faith in a school setting. Instead, the
(.'har/er protects diversity and choice by requiring government to accommodate religious belief.

Alberta's legislation expressly protects diversiQ and choice

In harmony with the Char/er's protection of freedom of religion and conscience, the Alberta
Schoo/ .,4cf (Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter S-3) has provided accommodation by
legislating for altemative programs: ' ' ' ' ''"'""-'' -'

Alternative programs

21(1 ) in this section, "altemative program" means an education
program that

(a) emphasizes a particular language, culture, religion or
subject-matter, or
(b) uses a particular teaching philosophy,
but that is not a special education program, a program referred to in

on 1 0 or a program of religious education offered by a separate
school board.
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More explanation on these programs can be found in the Altemative Programs Handbook
( Handbook ), of which page I explains the government's objective conceming the
establishment of alternative programs: ' ' ' ''"'''""''

Alberta's teaming system respects the right and responsibility of parents to make
decisions that best suit the needs of their children. By supporting programs of choice, the
province strengthens the public school system and promotes the availability of diverse
educational experiences for Alberta students. Over the ]ast ] 5 years, legislation has
encouraged school boards to work with parents, their community, and stakeholders to
provide choices in educational programming that will meet the needs and interests of
students and parents.

This same section is)also found in section 1 9 of the new fld caf/o/z 4cr (Statutes of Alberta,

The Alberta government established alternative programs and funds them in order to nurture
diversity, and to support maximum choice, in order to "meet the needs and interests of students
and parents". This worthy objective is in keeping with the C/zar/e/".

\he Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights and the Education Act

In a similar vein, the new .Educa//on .dc/ (which will replace the current Sc/zoo/ ,4c/) expressly
adopts the language of Article 26 of the Z./n/versa/ Z)ec/ara//on ofHuma/2 .Rjg/z/s, which states
that "Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their
children." The Z./nfversa/ Z)ec/a/"af/on was adopted in the context of a world-wide struggle
between free societies and totalitarian regimes, the latter claiming a prior right to educate
children into the government's ideology. Parents may, and oren do, delegate the delivery of
education to government entities, but the nature and degree of that delegation is theirs to
determine. Section 32 of the new .Educaf/on .4cf recognizes the authority that parents have.

Parent responsibilities

32
A parent has the prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be provided
to the parent's child, and as a partner in education, has the responsibility to act as

the primary guide and decision-maker with respect to the child's education,

Govemment funding does not oust a school's religious purpose

Some individuals contend that the govemment can require religious schools to modify or
repudiate their codes of conduct, including their religious teachings about human sexuality, due
to the fact that they are govemment-funded. ' ' "" ''''--"' '
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But govemment fiinding is not the issue. Legislation is. The Alberta government has legislated
to provide maximum choice for parents, and provides funding for authentic diversity in

in force, and provisions in the new Blanca//on ,4c/ which will replace it

schools. Alberta's legislation does not require any school to alter or repudiate its beliefs.
principles or. standards of behaviour in order to receive government finding. Under current
legislation, it is illegal to demand that Christian schools to reject their beliefs and practices in
order to receive govemment funding. ' ' '" "'- '

Those who assert that the government has a right to prohibit the practice or exercise of religious
doctrine due to govemment funding confuse religious schools with public schools that are not
tied to any identiHjable faith. Public schools are secular in nature, as required by law. Religious
schools are religious in nature, as required by law. Both types of schools are allowed, and indeed
expected, to adhere to their objectives by Alberta's legislative framework.

In like manner, Catholic schools receive govemment funding without any demand or condition
that the schools abandon their religiously-based expectations of the behaviour of students and
staff. While the Catholic schools' ftlnding rights are constitutional and not merely legislative,
..-the principle is the same: government ftlnding does not serve as a basis for demanding that a
religious school cease to be true to itself. '' '"''

Alberta s current legislation respects the fact that every school in Alberta, whether public,
Catholic, PTlvate, or charter, has an underlying belief system. Every school imparts knowledge
from a particular set of assumptions or worldview. Adherence to specific beliefs is not limited to
Christian schools. Public schools adhere to assumptions and values as much as religious schools
do, and have their own teachings about what they consider to be "sin". ''

Those who demand an end to govemment funding for religious schools see their own beliefs as
neutral and objective (and therefore worthy of public filnding), and see others' beliefs as
somehow biased or prejudiced (and therefore not worthy of public funding). This intolerance is
especially pronounced when it comes to beliefs about sexuality and sexual behavmur Self.
sWled progressives, who divorce sex from marriage and accept a]] consensual sexual behaviour
as legitimate, adhere to one particular opinion or belief. Traditionalists, who see sex as sacred
and as inextricably bound to the marriage of one man and one woman, adhere to a different
opinion or belief.
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tax dollars should flow only to schools that espouse a post-modem ideology about sexual
behaviour is intolerant.

Govemment funding of different schools always generates intense and emotional public debate,
in large part because nobody enjoys seeing her or his tax dollars going to find schools with
which one disagrees. But this proverbial knife cuts in all directions, since even school is based
on a belief system that at least some taxpayers strongly disagree with.

In short, the argument that Christian schools must modify or repudiate their statements of faith or
their codes of conduct because //zey are gove/"nmenrla/zded has no basis in legislation.

And, as will be seen further below, this assertion also has no basis in human rights legislation or

Alberta's human rights legislation protects diversity in education

Some argue that the codes of conduct that religious schools expect their students and staff to
adhere to are prohibited by human rights legislation. This is incorrect.

t

The .4/ber/a /inman .R/g/z/s .dcf provides as follows

Reasonable and justifiable contravention
1 1 A contravention of this Act shall be deemed not to have
occurred if the person who is alleged to have contravened the Act
shows that the alleged contravention was reasonable andjustiflable
in the circumstances.
RSA 2000 cH-14 sll;AR 49/2002 s4;2002 c30 s15

'Section 1 1 of the ,4/berra J7uman .Rig/z/s .4c/ applies to protect the discretion of an organization in
fulnllling its mission, vision and mandate, in situations that would otherwise constitute iJegalcliscnmination.'

Further to the Supreme Court of Canada ruling in C'a/c/we// e/ a/. v. Sfuar/ e/ a/., [1 984] 2 SCR
603, this human rights provision acts to protect Christian schools in Alberta that require certain
qualifications of their star. if these requirements are seen to be reasonable and justifiable in thecircumstances.

In Ca/c/we//, the Supreme Court.of Canada interpreted the B.C /human .Rig/z/s Code as protecting

the Catholic faith. The Court stated: smiss a teacher lor not adhering to certain requirements of

The religious or doctrinal aspect of the school lies at its very heart and colours all its
activities and programs. The role of the teacher in this respect is fundamental to the
whole short of the school, as much in its spiritual nature as in the academic. It is my
opinion that objectively viewed, having in mind the special nature and objectives of the
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The Supreme Court of Canada's decision in C'a/cfwe// establishes plat schools have a legal right to
demand that teachers comply with the school's standards of behaviour outside of Me classroom.

Based on the Ca/c/we// decision, there is no basis in law for asserting that a school cannot place
moral demands on a teacher's behaviour outside of the school building. ' '''-'-''

This does not mean that a school must (or should) devote its limited resources to monitoring,
regulating or policing teacher behaviour outside of the classroom. It does mean that when a teacher
openly and publicly flaunts the beliefs and values of the school where she/he teaches, that this is
grounds for disciplinary proceedings, up to and including dismissal.

Like the .Schoo/ ..4c/, the .4/be/"/a Human .Rfg/z/s ..4cf protects the right of Christian schools to
adhere to and implement a covenant or code of conduct that is based on religious faith. Those
who assert otherwise are oren unsupportive of authentic diversity in education, asserting that the
expression of religious faith has no place in the public sphere. This is intolerant, misinformed
and not based in law.

C/za/"/er protection for $eedom of religion and conscience, for all

The C/zar/e/" characterizes freedom of religion and conscience as a "ftmdamental heedom" that
protects the freedom to declare, teach, disseminate and practice beliefs that are based on one's
religion or conscience. The C/zar/er's protection is not limited to religion as such. It extends to
protect all individuals from government coercion, including atheists, agnostics, and those without
any formal or specific belief system. Likewise, Articles 8 of the United Nations Z./nfversa/
Z)ec/ara//on of/inman .Rig/zrs protects atheists and agnostics from government coercion as much
as it protects theists, by guaranteeing "6eedom of thought, conscience and religion."

Foundational principles conceming freedom of religion were laid down by the Supreme Court of
Canadam.R. v. Bing.MZ)rzzg.44a/"/Z,/d.,[1985] I SCR295 atparagraph94 : ' "' ''

A truly aee society is one which can accommodate a wide variety of beliefs, diversity of
tastes and pursuits, customs and codes of conduct. A free society'is one winch aims at

equality with respect to the enjoyment of fundamental freedoms and lsay this without any
reliance upon. s 15 of the Char/er. Freedom must surely be founded in respect for the
nherent d gnity and the inviolable rights of the human person. The essence of the concept of

&eedom of religion is the right to entertain such religious beliefs as a person chooses, the
right to declare religious beliefs openly and without fear of hindrance or reprisal. and tl)e
right to manifest religious belief by worship and practice or by teaching and dissemination.

...'Section 2(a) of the Char/er protects the freedom to declare, teach, disseminate and practice
beliefs that are based on one's religion or conscience. This protects all individuals hom
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government coercion, including atheists, agnostics, and those without any formal or specific
belief system. ' ' '''"'-' '' ''

Every person holds metaphysical beliefs in respect of questions like: Why do we exist? What is
right and wrong? How should we behave? Science can tell you how to end the life ofa
convicted murderer, but not whether it is right or wrong to do so, or why, or under what
circumstances, if any. The process of disceming and then pursuing one;s conscience is therefore
a profoundly individual exercise, but one which requires respecting that the struggles of others
may lead them to diHerent conclusions about truth. The fimdamental freedom of religion and
conscience, enshrined in the Cha/"/er, protects the rights of atheists, agnostics, and theists alike to
ponder these questions, arrive at their own conclusions, share those conclusions with their fellow
citizens, and live out their lives accordingly. Likewise, Article 1 8 of the United Nations
Universe/ .Dec/a/"a//on of//raman .R/g/z/s also guarantees "heedom of thought, conscience and
religion." This serves to protect atheists and agnostics 6om government coercion as much as it
protects theists.

Freedom of conscience demarcates a barrier for the benefit of a// citizens, theists and atheists
alike, beyond which the state may not go. The state can, within limits, compel us to give our
time, ta]ent and treasure. ]t cannot, however, compel us to change our minds on matters of
conscience. This applies, irrespective of whether a theocracy is seeking to compel agnostic or
atheist people to adopt.a particular faith, or whether a secular regime seeks to compel believers
to disclaim theirs. In short, freedom of conscience and religion is not only a human right, but the
most fimdamental human right. When we marginalize this right, we invite the state into the last
refuge for individual liberty.

The suppression of religion is a consistent feature of totalitarian regimes. Communist China's
persecution of Tibetan Buddhism and the Falun Gong, and Hitler's coercion of Gemtan churches
to adopt.a.new theology featuring an Aryan Jesus, are merely two examples from a long and
shameful list. The reason dictatorships target religion is twofold: (1) totalitarian regmies will not
tolerate people who believe in an authority that is higher than the state; and (2) totalitarian
regimes do not recognize limits to their entitlement to force people to change their minds.

In stark contrast, a 6ee society allows adherents of all religious and non-religious faiths
(including agnostics, atheists, and people who believe in God without adhering to any particular
religion) to proclaim what they believe to be the truth. Not only does a flee society permit the
dissemination of all beliefs; it also pemlits people to put their beliefs into practice by acting upontheirconscience ' ' ' ' "'"''o -'

This hallmark of a free society is not for the faint-hearted. Allowing people to act upon their
conscience inevitably leads to hurt feelings. Every mora] code, after a]], excludes orjudges the
non-compliant, whether it is the moral code of an atheist vegetarian or that of a Christian paciHlst.

In short, because a 6ee society allows people to act upon their own beliefs, no-one within that
society can demand that their feelings not be hurt. While we must all /o/era/e each other's
beliefs and lifestyles, we do not have to (#)prove of others' beliefs and lifestyles. Tolerance and
approval are very different things. Criticism and hurt feelings are the unavoidable result of free
public discourse, and of people exercising their 6eedom of conscience.
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Coups have held repeatedly and consistently that religious beliefs must be accommodated by

BWH ''
(Gran/.v. Ca/dada (H/70rney Gene/"a/y(T.D.), [1995] I FC 158); and where a Seventh.Day
Adventist requested from her employer that she not be required to work on Saturdays. as a result
of the requirement of her faith (O/z/. Human .R/g/z/s Comm. v. -S/masons-Sears 1985] 2 SCR

Like muscles which atrophy when not used, rights must be asserted and exercised if they are to
retain their strength, their value, and their relevance. When citizens abandon their Char/er-
protected ftlndamental freedoms in the face of misguided and intolerant demands, they hurt not
only themselves, but all Canadians. Decisions made today will influence not only the students
currently enrolled, but future generations.

As University of Victoria law professor Mary Anne Waldron explains it

A weakening of any of the fundamental freedoms means a curtailment in the process of
democratic conversation, a reduction in the opportunity for social change, and a
limitation on citizens' hee participation in our society" ( Free to Believe, page 14).

Court ruling: religion is welcome in the public sphere

In Chamber/a in v. Surrey ochoa/ Z)is/ric/ .A/o. 36, 2002 SCC 86, a case conceming same-sex
materials used in school cuniculum, the Court unanimously agreed that secularism means
religious inclusion, not exclusion. The Court, at paragraph 137, held that the expression of
religious belief should not be excluded hom the public sphere:

In my view, Saunders J. below erred in her assumption that "secular" effectively meant
"non-religious". This is incorrect since nothing in the C/za/"/e/", political or democratic
theory, or a proper understanding of pluralism demands that atheistically based moral
positions trump religiously based moral positions on matters of public policy. I note that
the preamble to the C'ha/"/e/" itself establishes that ". . . Canada is founded upon principles
that r( cognize the supremacy of God and the rule of law". According to the reasoning
espoused by Saunders J., if one's moral view manifests hom a religiously grounded faith,
it is not to be heard in the public square, but if it does not, then it is publicly
acceptable, The problem with this approach is that everyone has "belief ' or "faith" in
something, be it atheistic, agnostic or religious. To construe the "secular" as the realm of
the ' unbelief ' is therefore erroneous. Given this, why, then, should the religiously
infomied conscience be placed at a public disadvantage or disqualification9 To do so

would be to distort liberal pnnciples.in an illiberal fashion and would provide only a
feeble notion of pluralism. The key is that people will disagree about important issues,
and such disagreement, where it does not imperil community living, must be capable of
being accommodated at the core of a modem pluralism. ' '-'
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Trinity Westem University: religious freedom upheld by the Court

Recently, the right of Trinity Western University (TWU) to start a law school has been
challenged by those who disagree with TWU's Community Covenant, which defines marriage as

has played a decisive role in the recent decisions of the BC Govemment, the Law Society of
British Columbia, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada, and other provincial Law Societies
to approve.the TWU law school on the basis of its academic and professional standards. In
similar fashion, Alberta's Christian schools are not legally required to alter or repudiate their
statements of faith, codes of conduct, and behavioural expectations of students and stan.

Heritage Christian Academy

Heritage Christian Academy is one of the Alberta schools recently subjected to public criticism
over lts covenants concerning moral behaviour.

Like all Christian schools in Alberta, Heritage Christian Academy has the legal right to maintain

.4/6e//a J7uman Riga/s .4c/ onaucl, under tne )c/zoo/ ..4c/, the new fduca/fon .,4cr, and the

that the Board "recognizes and supports" the Society's commitment to operating a school in
accordance with, among other things, "the beliefs, core values, vision, [and] theo]ogi(n]
commitments" of the Society, which are set out in the Schedules to the Agreement.

Under section 3. 1 . 1 of the Agreement, "lnlotwithstanding the Board's policies", the Society has
tne right and the responsibility to "detem]ine and estab]ish a]] policies for HCA;' that relate to the

employed by thetian mission/purpose and focus; student admission requirements;]and] staff

The Society ftuther has the responsibility and the right to "provide ongoing Counsel and advice
to the Principal" (Section 3. 1 . 1 .2) and to "lplrovide leadership for staff development as it

' All staff of HCA must be approved by the Society (Sections 1 .4, 5.2) and it is recognized as
"essential" to the success of HCA that "ltlhe religious beliefs and moral convictions of HCA
Employees must be consistent with those principles set out in the Schedules" (Section 5.1).
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pertains to the mission and vision of HCA as set out in the Schedules attached to this
Agreement ' (Section 3. 1 . 1 .3). One such relevant Schedule is Schedule "B", which is the
Heritage Christian Academy Philosophy of Christian Education. It provides in section I .h that
HCA will instruct students in real life issues such as "human sexuality, etc. based on the wisdom
and moral authority of the Bible."

The responsibility of the Principal of HCA is to work with the Society and the Board to
"implement and maintain the principles set out in the Schedulelsl"(Section 2.4). Further, in the
Agreement, the Board stated that it "herein commits to providing a program of studies to
students whose parents desire an educational setting that operates in accordance Mth the
principles outlined in the attached Schedules to this Agreement" (Section 2.2) and that it "will
not attempt to change the essential nature of the HCA Altemative Program of the principles set
out in the attached Schedules"(Section 8.4). ' ' ' '' '''

Protecting diversity in education and parental choice

The greatest strength of Alberta's education system is its commitment to authentic diversity and
maximum choice for parents. That strength is now under vociferous attack. '

Tolerance does not consist of using "diversity" and "respect" as slogans to attack parental choice
in education, or to censor disagreements about sex. Rather, tolerance means accepting the

entic diversity expressed by a wide range of different schools. Parents are not compelled to
send their children to a school that has a belief system or code of conduct with which parents
disagree. This freedom of choice, to be meaningful, must extend to more than just oneworldview.

Parental choice in education is rendered meaningless if religious schools cannot define and live
out their own mission and purpose. Catholics, Hindus, Jews, Muslims, Sikhs, and Evangelical
Christians are subject to the same taxes as those who reject any or a]] of these religions. All
parents enjoy the same right to send their children to a school that teaches a worldview consistent
with that taught at home.

The intolerant argument of self-styled progressives is that religious schools are not entitled to
transmit the parents' beliefs about sexuality and sexual behaviour. This argument is based on a
type of arrogance: progressives perceive their own opinions about sex to be absolute Truth.
which should be imposed on fellow citizens, taxpayers and parents who disagree. -"''

If religious schools in Alberta cannot develop, express, maintain and live out their own beliefs,
without being disqualified 6om government finding, then Alberta's education system will lose
the authentic diversity which is its greatest strength.
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